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introduced into ASR [25, 26]. On the other hand, LSTM has
been applied to end-to-end mapping, e.g., connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [27]. A convolutional LSTM [28] has
also been proposed to solve a spatiotemporal sequence forecasting problem.
Although the above deep CNN architecture is a powerful
tool, we must address some considerations before introducing
it into a noise robust ASR. With a noise robust ASR, the input speech is obviously corrupted by the interference noises. In
this situation, merely learning deep CNN-based acoustic models with corrupted speech is insufficient, because its crucial
discriminative characteristics might be seriously deteriorated.
Therefore, additional network architectures are required to ensure noise robustness. As an answer to this problem, a factored
network, which factors out some function blocks into separate
layers in the network, has been proposed [29]. With it, we
believe that the noise robustness of deep CNN-based acoustic
models can be improved by building a network with specific
roles for each layer.
Based on the above successful works, we propose a framework of factored deep CNN learning for noise robust ASR. In
our proposed framework, we factor feature enhancement, delta
parameter learning, and hidden Markov model (HMM) state
classification into three network blocks. Here, the HMM state
classification block is equivalent to the standard acoustic model
used for ASR. In each network block, we build networks of
multi-channel time-frequency filtering and time-domain filtering for the blocks of multi-channel feature enhancement and
dynamic (delta and acceleration) feature parameter learning. As
an HMM state classification block, we employed the architectures of a deep CNN-NIN [14] and a residual net (ResNet) [21]
and evaluated our proposed method on the CHiME3 task [30].
The evaluation results reveal that the proposed method successfully improved ASR accuracies in noise environments.

Abstract
In this paper, we present a framework of a factored deep convolutional neural network (CNN) learning for noise robust automatic speech recognition (ASR). Deep CNN architecture,
which has attracted great attention in various research areas,
has also been successfully applied to ASR. However, to ensure noise robustness, since merely introducing deep CNN architecture into the acoustic modeling of ASR is insufficient, we
introduce factored network architecture into deep CNN-based
acoustic modeling. The proposed factored deep CNN framework factors out feature enhancement, delta parameter learning,
and hidden Markov model state classification into three specific
network blocks. By assigning specific roles to each block, the
noise robustness of deep CNN-based acoustic models can be
improved. With various comparative evaluations, we reveal that
the proposed method successfully improves ASR accuracies in
noise environments.
Index Terms: noise robust speech recognition, deep convolutional neural network, factored network, multi-channel input

1. Introduction
With the extensive use of speech applications on mobile devices, ensuring the noise robustness of automatic speech recognition (ASR) in daily environments is becoming more crucial.
The simplest way to ensure noise robustness is speech enhancement during the front-end processing of ASR; however, in this
approach, speech distortion sometimes degrades the ASR performance. This performance degradation is noteworthy in recent deep neural network (DNN)-based ASR frameworks. In
particular, single-channel processing that includes traditional
techniques [1, 2, 3], a denoising autoencoder (DAE) [4], and
DNN-based ideal binary masking [5] often seriously degrade
ASR performance, because most of these techniques have no
distortionless framework. By contrast, as representative multichannel processing, minimum variance distortionless response
(MVDR) beamforming, which is designed with a distortionless
framework, provides a positive improvement of ASR [6].
Instead of speech enhancement during front-end processing, various neural network-based acoustic modeling schemes
have been proposed to ensure the noise robustness of ASR,
for example, noise adaptive training (NAT) [7], noise-aware
training [8], and DNN adaptation [9, 10]. Frameworks of
precise acoustic modeling with various network architectures
have also been proposed, including a convolutional neural network (CNN) [11, 12], a network in network (NIN) architecture
[13, 14], and a long-short term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network [15, 16].
In the recent progress of deep learning research, CNN and
LSTM have become highly important tools for various pattern
classification and regression tasks. In particular, deep CNN architecture has attracted great attention in various research areas
[17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. This architecture has also been
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2. Related work
In the research area of image recognition, various deep CNN
architectures have been proposed, and excellent performances
have been revealed. Alex net [17] and VGG net [18] stack 2dimensional convolutional layers by changing their filter sizes
depending on the network’s depth. Inception net [19] stacks inception units. An inception unit consists of branch networks
that have individual network architectures. The outputs of
each branch are concatenated to one feature map. Currently,
various inception network architectures have been reported in
[20]. ResNet [21] introduces shortcut connection architecture
to avoid the vanishing/exploding gradient problem. Therefore,
this architecture makes it possible to stack more than 100 convolutional layers. The sequel work [22] discussed various ResNet
unit architectures. On the other hand, super resolution CNN
(SRCNN) [23] and deep convolutional generative adversarial
network (DCGAN) [24] have also attracted attention in regres-
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Table 1: Details of CNN-NIN-based classification block. In
convolutional layer, “f × t × ch” represents ch output feature maps with a filter of f frequency bands and t time frames.
Input

Figure 1: Architecture of factored networks

Convolutional layers

sion tasks of image processing.
Deep CNN also introduced a research area of ASR. Another work [14], which won the CHiME3 challenge, employed
deep CNN-NIN architecture for acoustic modeling. ResNet was
adopted for an ASR system of [25] that reported excellent performance. Another noteworthy work [26] proposed a novel endto-end ASR system using residual convolutional LSTM.
As research works of factored networks, another work [29]
factored out spatial and spectral filtering into separate layers and
improved ASR accuracy by explicitly separating beamforming
(spatial filtering) and frequency decomposition (spectral filtering) in a multi-channel raw waveform input system. Dynamic
feature learning was proposed in [31], where dynamic feature
parameters, i.e., delta and acceleration parameters, were extracted from static feature parameters by stacking time-domain
filtering layers. A joint training approach, which concatenates
the networks of front-end processing (speech/feature enhancement) and ASR, resembles a factored network. In this approach,
each network is individually trained based on each optimization
criterion in advance. After network concatenation, the parameters of the concatenated network are jointly optimized. In many
cases, the joint training approach employs DAE [32, 33, 34], binary mask estimation [7, 35] or beamformer [36] for a network
of front-end processing.
Inspired by these successful works, in this paper, we explore the factored deep CNN architectures.

FC layers ×4
Output

Input size
40 × (2Cw + 1) × Cin
Filter size
Stride size
5 × (2Cw + 1) × 180
1×1
1 × 1 × 180
1×1
Max pooling: size 2 × 1, stride 2 × 1
Filter size
Stride size
5 × 1 × 180
1×1
1 × 1 × 180
1×1
Max pooling: size 2 × 1, stride 2 × 1
Filter size
Stride size
5 × 1 × 180
1×1
Unit size: 2,048
Output size: 1,967

Figure 2: Network architecture of bottleneck ResNet unit
noise levels in ASR. Therefore, we introduce this architecture
into the classification block. For CNN-NIN training, we form
40 × (2Cw + 1) × Cin time-frequency feature maps for the
CNN-NIN input, where Cin denotes the number of input feature
maps. In the convolutional layer, zero padding is not applied to
the edge of each feature map. After the convolutional layers, we
added four fully connected (FC) layers. We use a rectified linear
unit (ReLU) activation function [37] for each hidden layer. In
addition, to avoid overfitting, we use batch normalization [38]
and dropout for each hidden layer. Here dropout is only applied to the FC layers. The architecture of the CNN-NIN-based
classification block is detailed in Table 1.
As a classification block, we also trained a very deep CNN
with ResNet architecture. Fig. 2 illustrates typical ResNet units
with a bottleneck architecture. In a ResNet unit, output feature map y is obtained by the shortcut connection of Fig. 2,
which performs elemental-wise addition of input feature map
x and a feature map obtained by forward propagation F (x).
The properties of the ResNet unit were previously detailed
[21, 22]. In recent works on ResNet, various architectures of
ResNet units have been proposed. In this work, we employed
the pre-activation architecture [22] illustrated in Fig. 2(b) for
the ResNet unit. Finally, a ResNet is built by stacking ResNet
units. The architecture of the ResNet-based classification block
used in this work is detailed in Table 2. In all the layers, zero
padding is applied to the edge of each feature map.

3. Factored deep CNN architectures
In this section, we present our proposed factored network architecture. As shown in Fig. 1, we factored out feature enhancement, delta parameter learning, and HMM state classification into three specific network blocks. The classification
block learns the HMM state classifier with input feature parameters and targets the HMM state labels. This block is equivalent
to standard DNN-HMM-based acoustic modeling. The delta
and enhancement blocks learn dynamic feature extraction with
time-domain filtering and multi-channel feature enhancement
with 2-dimensional time-frequency filtering, respectively.
3.1. Input feature parameters
As a common setup for acoustic modeling, the input feature parameters are the utterance-wise mean and variance normalized
40 log mel-filter bank (FBank) features, which are extracted using a Hamming window with a 25-ms frame length and a 10-ms
frame shift. A context window with ±Cw frames is also applied
to each utterance.
3.2. Classification block
The classification block is trained to output the posterior probabilities (softmax outputs) of 1,967 context dependent (CD)
HMM states with frame-wise cross-entropy criterion.
As previously mentioned in [14], the architectures of a
deep CNN and a NIN indicate a noticeable improvement of the

3.3. Delta block
Dynamic feature learning with time-domain filtering, which we
call a delta block, outperforms the deep CNN-NIN architecture
[31]. The delta block’s input is 40 × (2(Cw + 2Dw ) + 1) × Din
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Table 2: Details of ResNet-based classification block
Input size
40 × (2Cw + 1) × Cin
Filter size
Stride size
Convolutional layer
5 × (2Cw + 1) × 64
1×1
Filter size
Stride size
1 × 1 × 256
1×1
ResNet units ×3
3 × 3 × 64
1×1
1 × 1 × 256
1×1
Max pooling
Size 2 × 2, stride 2 × 2
Filter size
Stride size
1 × 1 × 512
1×1
ResNet units ×4
3 × 3 × 128
1×1
1 × 1 × 512
1×1
Max pooling
Size 2 × 2, stride 2 × 2
Filter size
Stride size
1 × 1 × 1, 024
1×1
ResNet units ×6
3 × 3 × 256
1×1
1 × 1 × 1, 024
1×1
Max pooling
Size 2 × 2, stride 2 × 2
Filter size
Stride size
1 × 1 × 2, 048
1×1
ResNet units ×3
3 × 3 × 512
1×1
1 × 1 × 2, 048
1×1
Global average pooling [13]
Output
Output size: 1,967
Input

Figure 3: Network architectures of enhancement block
Table 4: Details of each enhancement block
Input
Enhancement block
(a) Multi-channel
(b) Single-channel
(c) Integration of
(a) and (b)

Table 3: Details of delta block
Input
Delta block

Input size
40 × (2(Cw + 2Dw ) + 1) × Din
Filter size
Stride size
1 × (2Dw + 1) × Dout
1×1
1 × (2Dw + 1) × Dout
1×1

Input size
40 × (2(Cw + 2Dw ) + 1) × Ein
Filter size
Stride size
3×3×N
1×1
3 × 3 × (M × N )
1×1
3 × 3 × (M × N )
1×1
3×3×N
1×1

The architecture of each enhancement block is detailed in
Table 4. The enhancement block’s input is 40 × (2(Cw +
2Dw )+1)×Ein feature maps and only consists of static FBank
features. Ein denotes the number of input feature maps, which
equals M . For enhancement blocks (a), (b), and (c), the number
of output channels Eout equals N , M ×N , and N , respectively.
In all of the layers, zero padding is applied to the edge of each
feature map.

feature maps, which consists of only static FBanks. Dw and
Din denote the delta or the acceleration window length and the
number of input feature maps. As indicated in Table 3, by stacking two time-domain convolutional layers, the output feature
maps cover the same time-frequency span of the classification
block as 40 × (2Cw + 1), because zero padding is not applied
to the edge of each feature map. In the table, Dout denotes the
number of output feature maps.

4. Experiments

3.4. Enhancement block
The enhancement block learns multi-channel feature enhancement with time-frequency filtering, i.e., a 2-dimensional CNN.
In the proposed method, input feature parameters are given as
M -channel FBank maps, and then 2-dimensional CNN-based
time-frequency filtering is applied to each input channel. As
shown in Fig. 3, we examined three types of filtering methods:
(a) multi-channel filtering, (b) single-channel filtering, and (c)
the integration of single- and multi-channel filtering.
First, as seen in Fig. 3(a), multi-channel filtering sums up
the outputs of N convolution filters obtained by the whole channels. Although phase and spatial information are lost because
FBank analysis is used, this method is expected to work in a
way that resembles delay-and-sum beamformer.
Second, Fig. 3(b) illustrates individual single-channel filtering. Instead of Fig. 3(a), this method collects feature maps obtained from individual channels and forms output feature maps
by concatenating whole filtered feature maps. Since this method
propagates much information to succeeding networks, it resembles a type of data augmentation.
Finally, Fig. 3(c) integrates Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). This
method realizes delay-and-sum beamformer like feature enhancement with many input feature maps, which are collected
by the method in Fig. 3(b). We expect to obtain further improvement due to the synergy of these two methods.

4.1. CHiME-3 corpus
We conducted ASR evaluations using the CHiME-3 task [30].
The CHiME-3 corpus consists of actual six-channel audio data
collected in four different noise environments and additional
simulated six-channel data. A tablet device equipped with six
microphones was used for audio recording to simulate a situation where a user is talking on it in daily environments. The
following are the noise environments of the CHiME-3 corpus: a
form of public transportation (BUS), a cafeteria (CAF), a pedestrian area (PED), and a street junction (STR). The corpus includes only read speech, where the sentences to be read were
taken from the WSJ0 corpus [39]. The training set consists
of 1,600 real and 7,138 simulated (simu) utterances, which are
equivalent to 18 hours of speech. With each bit of training data,
the numbers of speakers were four and 83. The development
(dev) and evaluation (eval) sets consist of 3,280 and 2,640 utterances, respectively, each containing equal quantities of real and
simulated data. Both the real and simulated sets were spoken
by four speakers. We used no audio data recorded by a second
microphone, because it was located behind the tablet device.
4.2. Experimental setup
All the neural networks were trained using TensorFlow [40],
and the evaluations (ASR decoding) with trained neural networks were conducted using the Kaldi toolkit [41]. We eval-
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Table 5: Numbers of feature maps for each block
Network
type
C
D+C
E(a)+D+C
E(b)+D+C
E(c)+D+C
BFIT+D+C

Ein
—
—
M
M
M
—

#input/output feature maps
Eout
Din
Dout
—
—
—
—
1
16
N
N
16
M ×N
M ×N
16
N
N
16
—
1
16

Table 6: ASR results of CNN-NIN-based classification block in
WER (%)

Cin
3
16
16
16
16
16

Network
type
C
D+C
E(a)+D+C
E(b)+D+C
E(c)+D+C
BFIT+D+C

uated the combination of each function block, i.e., the classification block (C), the delta block (D), and the enhancement
blocks (E(a), E(b), and E(c)). We also compared our proposed
method with the front-end speech enhancement method using
“Beamformit” (BFIT) [42], which is used for the beamforming
processing of the latest Kaldi CHiME3 recipe [43].
The target CD HMM state labels of the training and development sets were obtained using the latest Kaldi CHiME3
recipe. The parameters of each network were randomly initialized and optimized with a momentum stochastic gradient descent with a mini batch of 128 frames and an initial learning
rate of 0.1. The keep probability of the dropout was set at 0.5.
The context window length of the CNN-NIN-based classification block was set at Cw = 5. On the other hand, the ResNetbased classification block was set at Cw = 8. The delta or
acceleration window length was set at Dw = 2.
Table 5 indicates the number of input/output feature maps
for each factored block. The ASR evaluation with networks
“C” or “D+C” was equivalent to a single-channel task. Thus,
we used audio data recorded by a fifth microphone, which was
the closest microphone to the speaker. The input feature map of
“C” consisted of static FBanks and their delta and acceleration
parameters, and the number of input feature maps was set at
Cin = 3. For enhancement blocks “E(a),” “E(b),” and “E(c),”
the numbers of input channels and filters were set at M = 5
and N = 24, respectively.
Language modeling also followed the latest Kaldi CHiME3
recipe. The ASR experiments were performed using fully composed trigram weighted finite state transducers with the above
factored network-based acoustic models. The evaluation criterion was the word error rate (WER).
4.3. Experimental results
Table 6 shows the ASR results of the CNN-NIN-based classification block. The WERs obtained with “D+C” slightly outperformed those of “C.” The improvements made by the delta
block were small. However, it has an advantage: the input feature parameters became simple and easy to handle, because we
can ignore the unstable dynamic feature parameters.
The results with enhancement blocks “E(a)+D+C,”
“E(b)+D+C,” and “E(c)+D+C” showed significant more improvement than “C” and “D+C.” In addition, “E(b)+D+C” and
“E(c)+D+C” outperformed “BFIT+D+C” in average WERs of
eval set. These results confirmed that the proposed timefrequency filtering architecture works effectively as a feature
enhancement block. In particular, the results with “E(c)+D+C”
confirmed our hypothesis mentioned in Section 3.4: the synergy
of “E(a)” and “E(b).”
On the other hand, Table 7 shows the ASR results of the
ResNet-based classification block. As seen in the table, we
could obtain further improvement from results of the CNNNIN-based classification block, and confirm that constant improvements are obtained by function blocks “D” and “E(a), (b),
(c)”. Here, in the learning of the ResNet-based classification
block, the influence of overfitting was remarkably observed.

simu
11.82
11.85
9.09
9.12
8.88
10.63

dev
real
12.60
12.26
9.92
10.09
9.85
8.89

avg.
12.21
12.06
9.50
9.60
9.37
9.76

simu
13.76
13.55
11.53
11.48
11.31
15.26

eval
real
20.57
20.60
18.97
17.96
17.94
14.50

avg.
17.17
17.08
15.25
14.72
14.63
14.88

Table 7: ASR results of ResNet-based classification block in
WER (%)
Network
type
C
D+C
E(a)+D+C
E(b)+D+C
E(c)+D+C
BFIT+D+C

simu
11.04
10.97
8.97
8.88
9.03
10.14

dev
real
10.86
11.10
9.20
9.06
9.05
8.50

avg.
10.95
11.03
9.09
8.97
9.04
9.32

simu
11.94
11.98
10.89
11.01
11.07
15.15

eval
real
19.02
18.45
16.04
16.02
16.37
14.65

avg.
15.48
15.20
13.47
13.52
13.72
14.90

Table 8: ASR results of CNN-NIN-based classification block
with noisy and Beamformit inputs in WER (%)
Network
type
BFIT+E(a)+D+C
BFIT+E(b)+D+C
BFIT+E(c)+D+C

simu
8.56
9.07
8.54

dev
real
8.21
8.07
8.20

avg.
8.39
8.57
8.37

simu
12.64
13.01
12.21

eval
real
14.38
14.08
14.44

avg.
13.51
13.55
13.33

Table 9: ASR results of ResNet-based classification block with
noisy and Beamformit inputs in WER (%)
Network
type
BFIT+E(a)+D+C
BFIT+E(b)+D+C
BFIT+E(c)+D+C

simu
8.62
8.91
8.63

dev
real
8.22
7.79
7.68

avg.
8.42
8.35
8.15

simu
12.44
12.55
11.78

eval
real
14.27
13.56
13.33

avg.
13.34
13.06
12.56

Therefore, to avoid overfitting, we plan to learn the ResNetbased classification block by reconsidering network configurations and parameter setup.
Finally, we carried out evaluations by combining the proposed methods and “BFIT,” where we concatenated the FBanks
of “BFIT” with those of the five-channel noisy speech as new
input feature parameters. In that case, the number of input channels becomes M = 6. Tables 8 and 9 show the results of
the proposed factored networks with new input feature parameters. The combination of the proposed methods and “BFIT”
yielded further improvements. These results suggest that in
the proposed enhancement block, feature map concatenation,
which has different characteristics, works efficiently and improves ASR performance.

5. Conclusions
We proposed a framework of factored deep CNN learning for a
noise robust ASR. In our framework, we factored out feature enhancement, delta parameter learning, and HMM state classification into three network blocks. We conducted various comparative evaluations, which compared each factored architecture,
the deep CNN architectures, and the concatenation of the input
feature maps. With these evaluations, we revealed that our proposed framework positively improved the ASR performance by
carefully choosing network architecture and feature map combinations. In future research, we will introduce into our proposed
framework various training techniques, for example, inception
network and joint training.
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